In a nightclub crammed full of screaming, intoxicated women five men stand on stage.

On a Sunday evening at 8:30pm, illuminated by hot lights, the air thick with smoke and oestrogen, the men sport arms like fire extinguishers, abdominals that resemble ice cube trays, and a combined body fat percentage that probably amounts to less than yours or mine. Looking for all intents and purposes like pro athletes, these five could quite convincingly be part of a rugby team, or perhaps physique class finalists at Mr Olympia. Except they’re not. After combining for a surprisingly agile dance number in perfect synchronicity, the muscle-bound men tear off their skin-tight trousers, tossing them to the back of the stage in time to the music. Yes – just in case the pictures weren’t a big enough giveaway – Forever Sports really has taken you into the heart of darkness, a place no heterosexual male has a right to be. It’s the land of the liberated, sexually voracious lady, and the freshly-waxed, perm-tanned and regularly bare-bottomed gent. Welcome to a male strip show.

BEST JOB IN THE WORLD?

Have we gone mad? Perhaps. But these words, these pictures and the entire renaissance of male revue would never have happened without Channing Tatum. Upon the release of (the actually rather good) Magic Mike in 2012, the topic of male strippers was taken from the sleazy hen parties and bottles of baby oil alone, finding itself squarely in the public consciousness. And with Magic Mike XXL in cinemas this month, the art of olive-skinned chaps dancing rhythmically with not much on is firmly back on the radar of the nation. And yet, circumnavigate the clichés that engulf strippers – being a sex-crazed tart, a pervy exhibitionist, even a glorified escort – and the bare bones of the profession are, dare we say it, rather appealing. Being paid to stay in top athletic shape and have droves of the opposite (and/or same) sex lust after you, in return for a few hours’ work a week and an income not to be scoffed at.
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adult stuff does come with its dangers: “I’ve had girls bite my arse, scratch my back so hard that it’s dream blood, one even tried to stick a bottle up my arse,” Maloney reveals over the phone: “One time I got a woman up on stage, put a flag over her head and was kind of flicking my willie in front of her, but, when I looked down, she’d be the end of my cock and blood was spurtting out. I kid you not, I looked at the flag, a fit George’s cross, and the white part was going red.”

Maloney stops, powerless to stifle the laughter: “I still had to finish my show,” he continues, after composing himself, “so I got the towel I wrap my baby oil and propped in, which luckily was black, wiped the end of my willie and carried on. But when I had to go off, get a stream shot and get checked out.”

While the same actions would likely see a man ejected from a strip-club or even arrested, it seems female patrons take a more liberal view of what’s acceptable at a male strip show.
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